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ABSTRACT

 The main challenge for effective web Information Retrieval (IR) is to infer the information 
need from user’s query and retrieve relevant documents. The precision of search results is low due 
to vague and imprecise user queries and hence could not retrieve sufficient relevant documents. 
Fuzzy set based query expansion deals with imprecise and vague queries for inferring user’s 
information need.  Trust based web page recommendations retrieve search results according to the 
user’s information need.  In this paper an algorithm is designed for Intelligent Information Retrieval 
using hybrid of Fuzzy set and Trust in web query session mining to perform Fuzzy query expansion 
for inferring user’s information need and trust is used for recommendation of web pages according 
to the user’s information need. Experiment was performed on the data set collected in domains 
Academics, Entertainment and Sports and search results confirm the improvement of precision.

Keywords: Search engines, Intelligent Information Retrieval, Fuzzy Set, Trust, Query 
Expansion, Web page recommendation.

INTROdUCTION

 Search engines are used widely for web 
information retrieval. The search results precision 
is low due to imprecise and vague search queries. 
Research has been done in web information 
retrieval for improving the precision of search 
results.1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9Fuzzy set has been used in the 

framework of web information retrieval to deal with 
vague and imprecise web data.10  Trust has shown to 
identify the relevant documents for recommendation 
and performs effective personalization11.  In 
this research a novel approach is proposed for 
Intelligent Information Retrieval using hybrid of 
fuzzy set and trust in web query session mining 
for inferring the user’s query information need 
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and recommend relevant documents for effective 
information retrieval.  The benefit of using Fuzzy 
set and trust together is because of the following 
reasons. Fuzzy set deals with imprecise and vague 
data and has been used for expansion of queries 
which are imprecise and vague due to limited 
vocabulary of users and small size. The trust value 
of clicked URLs selects the relevant document for 
recommendation. The trusted web pages selected 
for recommendations based on collaborative 
filtering will retrieve relevant search results on the 
assumption that new users preferences will be 
similar to nearest neighbors  preferences on trusted 
clicked URLs in clusters.Therefore the use of hybrid 
of Fuzzy set and trust in query session mining 
manages the retrieval of trusted documents in the 
presence of vague and imprecise user queries for 
effective Information Retrieval.

 In this research an algorithm is designed 
for Intelligent Information Retrieval using hybrid of 
fuzzy set and trust for web page recommendations.
There are two phases of processing of the proposed 
algorithm: Phase I (Offline Processing) and Phase 

II (Online Processing).  In offline processing, data 
set is pre-processed to obtain web query sessions.
The query session keyword vector is generated 
using Information Scent and clicked URLs (TF.
IDF). Information Scent measure the relevance of 
document (clicked URLs) to user’s information need 
based on its web usage and is calculated using PF. 
IPF and Time. The clustering method is used for 
grouping keyword vectors and therefore identifies 
the clicked URLs relevant in a specific domain.  The 
trust of clicked URLs in a given cluster is initialized 
using Information Scent.

 The global term document matrix W 
and Fuzzy thesaurus R is formed based on tf. idf 
vector of clicked URLs in clustered query session. 
W represent the term-document relationship for all 
distinct clicked URLs set D present in the entire 
data set and the terms of matrix is the set of distinct 
terms set T found in set D. R is built from W and WT 
in order to create term-term correlation matrix. Wj 
is the Fuzzy term trusted document matrix formed 
for each cluster j based on trusted clicked URLs. 

Fig.1:  Flowchart  of steps of Offline and Online processing of Intelligent IR using 
Fuzzy sets and trust.
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 During online processing, the user input 
query based on Fuzzy Set A using term set T is 
expanded with related terms using Fuzzy thesaurus 
R. The addition of related terms reduces the 
impreciseness and vagueness of input query which 
arises due to limited vocabulary of user query and 
words synonym. The cluster is selected using Fuzzy 
expanded input query based on  similarity measure 
and is used to recommend the fuzzy set of trusted 
documents on set D using term- trusted document 
matrix. The recommended documents are ranked 
according to their trust value. The user response to 
recommended documents is captured to collect the 
user profile and the trust of clicked URLs  is updated. 
The user profile vector is generated from content 
and trust of its clicked documents and expanded 
with related words based on Fuzzy thesaurus. 
The cluster is selected based on expanded user 
profile for the recommendation of Fuzzy set of 
trusted documents. Thus the user profile expansion 
with related terms for the recommendations of 
Fuzzy set of trusted documents continues for 
user’s information need satisfaction. Experiment 
was performed on the data set in Academics, 
Entertainment and Sports domains and results were 
statistically analyzed to confirm the effectiveness of 
proposed approach. The flowchart of steps of offline 
and online processing is given in Fig 1.

Related Work
 Trust based recommender system for 
personalized web search had been more effectual 
than traditional collaborative filtering12,13,14,15. In16 
both trust metric and similarity metrics ‘are used for 
trust based recommender system. In17 collaborative 
filtering is improved with trust based metrics where 
trust metric is used for computation of similarity 
value. In18 Trust Walker: A Random Walk Model is 
proposed usingboth trust-based and item-based 
recommendation.  In19 trust based web page 
recommendations is used for personalized web 
search.

 In20 fuzzy logic is used for adding 
deductive capability to a search engine. In21 Fuzzy 
Reinforcement Learning (FRL) is used for text 
data mining and Internet search engine. In22 a 
new technique is presented using both document 

index and perception index for fuzzy web queries 
refinement. In23  the fuzzy logic model was actually 
used in information retrieval and came up with a 
ranking model. The ranking model had rules for 
fuzzification based on three fuzzy variables; tf, idf 
and overlap. 

 In 24,25 modelling of user preferences have 
been described with fuzzy profiles. In 26 fuzzy IR 
system uses fuzzy logic to retrieve documents 
similar to the query document. The system was 
tested on Arabic documents. In27 Fuzzy logic is 
used to deal with imprecise and vague queries for 
effective information retrieval.

 In 28 f l ex ib i l i t y  o f  IRS has  been 
increased using fuzzy set  theory. In 29,30 

Fuzzy generalizations of the Boolean model 
( representation of documents and the query 
language) have been used with the objective of 
generating discriminated answer for user queries in 
IRS. In 31Fuzzy associative mechanisms are used 
for the representation of documents and users’ 
queries.

 In 32 Query Logs for Query Recommendation 
(QLQR) is proposed that use web page browsing and 
clicking history for developing user model enables 
to predict user actions and intends for Intelligent 
Information Retrieval. Sequential access pattern 
mining is used in an Intelligent web personalization 
called WAPPS33 and SEWEP 34. Pattern tree based 
on frequent sequential web access pattern using 
CS-mining generates online recommendations. In 35 
Knowledge based Personalized Recommendation 
Service System (KBPRSS) is proposed based on 
filtering or clustering the mass data. The internet 
users are clustered based on their similarity in 
usage pattern and a cache of web document is 
maintained for each of the cluster for identifying the 
relevance in their perspective. 

 Hybrid of Fuzzy logic and trust has been 
applied in36 where trust between users in web 
based social network information retrieval system 
is inferred based on Fuzzy logic. In37 Fuzzy logic 
is used to combat web spam with trust rank.  Trust 
rank overcomes the Page Rank problem and uses 
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the Fuzzy logic in seed selection process for finding 
the page is spam or not. In38 Fuzzy based trust 
measures are developed and validated   for online 
medical diagnosis and symptoms analysis. In39 
combination of Trust based access control strategy 
and Fuzzy expert systems was used to increase the 
quality of human computation in crowd sourcing 
environment.

 Hybrid of Fuzzy sets and trust has been 
used together in various domains and results shows 
promising. It is found no work has been done using 
hybrid of trust and fuzzy logic in web query session 
mining for intelligent web search. The benefit of 
using trust with fuzzy logic is twofold  first is Fuzzy 
sets enables to infer the user information need from 
imprecise and vague search queries and secondly 
clicked URLs selected based on trust  value in 
query sessions mining identify the relevant web 
pages for recommendation using nearest neighbor 
in collaborative filtering. Therefore the hybrid of 
trust and fuzzy sets is proposed in this paper for 
intelligent Information retrieval using trusted web 
page recommendations based on fuzzy queries.

Background
Trust
 The Trust has been used in online 
recommender systems and gained increase amount 
of attention in research communities. A trust is a 
social phenomena and its web model is based on 
how trust works between people in society.40,41

 In42 the general properties of trust in 
e-services were identified and mentioned as given 
below:

• Trust is relevant to specific transactions only. 
• Trust is a measurable belief. 
• Trust is directed. 
• Trust exists in time. 
• Trust evolves in time, even within the same 

transaction.
• Trust between collectives does not necessarily 

distribute to trust between their members. 
• Trust is reflexive, 
• Trust is a subjective belief. 
 

 In43 the two models for trust called profile 
and item level were proposed and incorporated into 
collaborative recommendation process. It was found 
that trust reduces the prediction error rate and the 
prediction accuracy is improved. 

Information Scent 
 Information scent is the measure of sense 
of value and cost of accessing a web page using 
perceptual cues with respect to the information 
need of user. The users click those web pages in 
search results which seem relevant to information 
need of search session. Information Scent will be 
high for those clicked web pages which satisfy the 
information need of user. The information need 
can be inferred from surfing pattern based on 
interactions between user need, user action and 
content of web.44,45

Information Scent metric
 The Inferring User Need by Information 
Scent (IUNIS) algorithm quantifies the Information 
Scent Sid of the clicked pages Pid clicked in ith query 
session as follows.46,47

...(1)

  
         ...(2)

         
 PF.IPF (Pid): PF is the page  normalized 
frequency FPid in a given query session i where n is 
the number of distinct clicked page in session i  and 
IPF is the ratio of total number of query  sessions 
M in the whole data set to the number of query 
sessions Mpd  that contain the given page Pd .

 Time (Pid): It is the ratio of time spent on 
the page Pid  in a given session i to the total duration 
of query session i.48,49,50,51,52

 The information scentid is calculated for 
all clicked pages inweb query sessions mining as 
given above in Eq(1) and Eq(2).

Generation of Query sessions keyword vector
 The query session keyword vector is 
generated from query session. The web query 
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session contains the input query along with the 
clicked URLs and is represented as follows

             query session=(input query, (clicked URLs/

Page)+ )

  ‘+’ indicates only those sessions are 
considered which have at least one clicked Page 
associated with the input query. 

  The ith query session keyword vector Qi 

is generated using summation of product of content 
vector of each clicked page Pid scaled by the weight 
sid as mentioned below in Eq(3).

                         ...(3) 

   
 In the above formula n1 is the number 
of distinct clicked pages in session i. The sid is the 
information scent of clicked page and Pid is the 
TF.IDF content vector. Qi keyword vector models 
the information need associated with the ith query 
session. 

Clustering of Query session keyword vector
 The k- means algorithm has shown good 
performance for document clustering therefore 
used for clustering query session keyword  
vectors.53,54 In vector space implementation of 
k- means, criterion function is used for measuring 
the quality of  clusters. The criterion function is 
measured using average similarity between vectors 
and centroid of the assigned clusters.

 The criterion function I is defined as given 
in Eq(4):

  ...(4)

 where Cp  be a cluster found in a k-way 
clustering process (pϵ1..k) , Cp is the  centroid of 
pth cluster ,  νi is the vector representing ith query 
session belonging to the cluster  and  M is the total 
number of query sessions in all clusters as defined 
in Eq(5). 55

  ...(5)

 The centroid Cp of the cluster Cp is defined 
as in Eq(6):

                                                                                      
                  ...(6) 

 where | Cp |   denotes the number of query 
sessions in cluster Cp and sim(νiCp)  is calculated 
using cosine measure.

Fuzzy Set Theory in Information Retrieval (IR) 
System
 Fuzzy information retrieval methods are 
based on fuzzy set in order to handle uncertain 
information. Tools defined in fuzzy logic and fuzzy 
relations are used to infer the best results to a user 
query. Fuzzy systems are most effective for dealing 
with data that require a degree of membership. 

 In order to implement the Information 
retrieval using Fuzzy Sets, two finite crisp sets are 
defined, one is the set of m1  recognized index 
terms, T = {x1,x2,.........xm1} and other is a set of n 
relevant documents, D  = {d1, d2, ..., dn}  

 A fuzzy document—term relation W is 
a fuzzy relation from D to T.W represents the 
relevance of index terms to individual documents       
W: DxT →[0,1] such that membership value   
W(dj, xi,) specifies for each xi ϵ T  and dj  ϵD the 
grade of relevance of index term xi  to document dj  
. W(dj,xiI) can be obtained in a probabilistic manner 
by counting frequencies in the so called TF. IDF 
approach.

 A fuzzy thesaurus or fuzzy term—term 
relation R is a fuzzy relation from T to T. R is a 
reflexive relation on T. For each pair of index term 
<xi, xk > ϵ T the degree of association of xi  with xK is 
expressed using R(xi, xk) in Eq (7) that measure the 
degree to which the meaning of the index term xk is 
compatible with index term xI . The relation R(xi, xk) 
solves the synonyms problem and used to retrieve 
the document relevant to user queries containing 
different terms but synonyms to each other. 
R:T ×T → [0,1]
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  ...(7)
 

 The Fuzzy set A representing the initial 
input query is defined on the index terms set T. The 
augmented query represented by Fuzzy set B in T 
in Eq (8) is generated from initial input using max 
min composition operator with set A and Fuzzy 
Thesaurus R.

 That is,  AoR = B ...(8)

  where o is the max-min composition.   

 The fuzzy set RD defined on D in Eq (9), 
represents the retrieved document set. The set 
RD is obtained using composition of augmented 
inquiry fuzzy set B and term document matrix W 
as mentioned below.

                BoW = RD ...(9)

 The documents represented by Fuzzy set 
RD is presented to user in whole or selected by 
some a- cuts of RD. 56,57

 In [Chawla(2015b)27 initial input query 
expressed by Fuzzy set A on  T is augmented with 
related terms using Fuzzy thesaurus R based on 
max-min composition for better representing the 
information need of the user in Eq (10).

  
...(10)

 The augmented query B is then used for 
the selection of cluster relevant to the information 
need of query. The term-document matrix Wj 
constructed based on tf. idf(term frequency inverse 
document frequency)  associated with the selected 
cluster is used for max-min composition with 
augmented input query B in order to identify the 
fuzzy Document set RD on D in Eq (11).  

 
...(11)

 The documents in Fuzzy set RD are 
recommended and clicks to recommended 
documents are captured in user profile. For next 
result page, the user profile keyword vector (FUP) is 
generated and further expanded with related terms 
FB using Fuzzy thesaurus R in Eq (12) for handling 
the vagueness due to synonyms and poli- semis of 
vocabulary used in profile.

 
...(12)

 This expanded user profile fuzzy set FB on 
set T select the cluster for the recommendations of 
ranked documents  RD where ranking is generated 
using composition  of Fuzzy set FB and Fuzzy term 
document matrix  Wj associated to a given cluster 
as given in Eq (13).

  ...(13)

Use of Trust & Fuzzy set in web mining for 
Intelligent Information Retrieval using web page 
recommendations.
 In this paper a novel method is proposed 
for intelligent information retrieval based on web 
page recommendations using trust &Fuzzy set 
in web query session mining. The user queries 
are imprecise due to small size query and limited 
vocabulary of users. Fuzzy set based query 
expansion is used for adding related words to 
user queries and disambiguates query context for 
inferring the user information need.  The trust of 
clicked URLs is computed based on user’s clicks 
and identifies the relevant documents for web page 
recommendation. An algorithm is proposed using 
hybrid of Fuzzy sets and trust in query session 
mining where query expansion based on fuzzy set 
disambiguate the user’s queries and the cluster 
is selected similar to user’s information need for 
the recommendation of relevant web pages based 
on trust. The entire processing of the algorithm 
proposed for Web Page recommendations using 
hybrid of Fuzzy set and Trust is divided into two 
phases Phase I (Offline Processing) and Phase II 
(Online Processing).
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Offline Preprocessing

 •Preprocessing of web data set generates the Query Sessions.
 •Generate the tf.idf vector of each distinct clicked URLs present in the data set.
 •The set of distinct terms present in data set is represented by set T={x1,x2,x3,……,xm1} and set     

of distinct documents is represents by set D={d1,d2,d3……,dn}
 •Generate the global term document relation W a fuzzy relation from D to T where |D|=n and |T|=m1 

where n is the distinct document(clicked URLs) collected from the entire data set and m1 is the  set 
of distinct terms present in data set  for the construction of fuzzy thesauri. 

 •A fuzzy thesaurus or fuzzy term—term relation R is a fuzzy relation from T to T identifying the 
synonym relations using equation (7).

  •Information Scent Metric is calculated for each clicked URLs in the query sessions using Equation. 
(1).

 •The trust of a given clicked URL d in session i is initialized with Information Scent.
 trustid = sid, dϵ 1..n,iϵ 1..m
 •Query sessions keyword vector is obtained using trust and TF.IDF of Clicked URLs as given 

below.

 

 Where n1 is the number of distinct clicked URLs in a given session i
 •k-means algorithm is used for clustering query sessions keyword vectors.
 •For all clusters, the mean keyword vector of a given cluster i is represented by clusteri_mean.
 •For trust computation ,clicked count and recommended count  defined for each distinct clicked URLs 

are initialized to zero within each cluster . 
 •The initial trust value of a given cluster i is calculated as follows
  Trust (i)={|ClickedURLs|: Trust(ClickedURLi)>j ϵ1.. n1 where n1 is number of distinct clicked URLs in 

cluster i}|
 •Generate Fuzzy term- trusted document matrix Wj using tf.idf vector of trusted Clicked URLs CLj  

having  Trust(ClickedURLi)>= ϵ  for clicked URLs present  in a given cluster i. 
 W : T × CLI → [0,1]

 During Offline processing, the web query 
sessions are collected and are preprocessed to 
contain the query and its associated clicked URL. 
The information scent of clicked URL in a given 
query session is calculated based on clicked 
URLs usage statistics in data set and measure its 
relevancy for the session information need. The 
trust value of clicked URLs is initialized using their 
Information Scent Value. The trust of a cluster is 
defined to be the number of clicked URLs having 
trust value above threshold value. The information 
need of query session is modeled using trust and 
content of clicked URLs and generates the keyword 
vector. The query session keyword vectors are 
clustered to identify the URLs in groups. The trusted 

clicked URLs in each cluster are selected based on 
threshold value and form the Fuzzy term trusted 
document matrix Wj based on tf. idf local to a given 
cluster j.  

 The global tf. idf term –document matrix W 
is created based on distinct document set D found in 
entire data set and distinct terms T (after stop word 
removal and stemming) used in documents. Fuzzy 
thesaurus R is formed based on W term-document 
matrix and identifies the term –term correlation in 
entire data set.
 
 In Online processing, the input query 
Q uses Fuzzy thesaurus R for expansion with 
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Phase II

Online Processing

1. Final query Q after removing all stop words is represented by Fuzzy set A on T.
2. Collect the fuzzy thesaurus R restricted to the support of A and non zero columns for the expansion 

of input query A. The support of A is the set of terms belonging to set A and used in expressing query 
Q. 

3. Compute expanded input query B → A o R using equation (10)
4. For each cluster i, the similarity of  Fuzzy expanded input query B  with  clusteri_mean is measured 

using the formulae
Match Scorei(B , clusteri)={   2(sim(B,clusteri_mean)* Trust (i))/ Trust  (i)+sim (   clusteri_mean,B).          

when Trust (i)!= 0  
sim (B , clusteri_mean)          when Trust (i)=0 
5. Select the cluster j with the maximum Match Score.
6. if  the Trust(j)=0  and  Match Scorei(input query , clusterj)<0.5
Msg  “No  Trusted Recommendations. Terminate the current session, Initiate new search session”  .
Goto step 1.
Else  if  (Trust(j)!=0 or Match Scorei(B , clusterj)>=0.5 )
Use the term-trusted document tf.idf matrix Wj of the cluster j and select the relevant part of the Wj matrix 

restricted to support of B and non zero columns for computing the Fuzzy document set RD on D.
7. Compute Fuzzy Document set RD → B o Wj using equation (11) 
8. Inspect only those document_ids  in RD captured by some a-cut of RD in which only those documents 

are filtered for retrieval whose degree of relevance is greater than or equal to a.
9.  For each selected document d in a-cut of RD is retrieved and stored in L.
10. The list L is recommended to the user in decreasing order of their trust value
11. The Recommended count of the URLs in list L are incremented by 1.
12. The user clicks to the recommended URLs are captured and stored in current user profile.
13. For each clicked recommended URL , the Clicked Count  is incremented by 1.
14. The trust value of the recommended URLs is updated as given below.
Trust (URLi)={1- Distrust (URLi)| where  Recommended count (URLi)!=0}
Distrust (URLj) =  { (Recommended count (URLi )- Clicked Count (URLi))/ Recommended count (URLi)   

}
15. Trust value of the selected cluster j is defined as follows
Trust (j)={|Correct Set(j)|/|RecSet(j)|}
Correct Set(j)=|{Clicked URLsj|  Trust (ClickedURLj)>ϵ where Recommended count(ClickedURLj)!=0}|
RecSet(j) is the total number of recommendations made using cluster i
RecSet(j)=|{Clicked URLsj| Recommended count (ClickedURLsj)!=0}|
16. For each request of next result page
a. The users clicks to the search results captured in user profile generates the keyword vector.
b. The user profile keyword vector FUP is generated using the trust and content of the clicked URLs .
c. Compute expanded Fuzzy User Profile FB → FUP o R where the part of fuzzy thesaurus R, restricted 

to the support of FUP, and non zero columns, is relevant for the expansion of user profile FUP using 
equation (12). 

d. OF all clusters i select the j th cluster  similar to the information need associated with the FB. 
          Match Scorei(clusteri_mean, FB)=2*(sim(FB,clusteri_mean)* Trust (i))/ Trust (i)+sim( clusteri_mean, 

FB).  Trust (i)!=0 
           sim (FB,clusteri_mean )    Trust (i)=0 
e. The most matching cluster j is selected.
f. if  the Trust (j)=0  and Match Scorei(FB , clusterj)<0.5
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Msg  “No  Trusted Recommendations. Terminate the current session, Initiate new search session” .Goto 
step 1.

                         Else  if  (Trust(j)!=0 or Match Scorei (FB , clusterj)>=0.5 )
       Use the term-document tf.idf matrix Wj of the selected cluster j and select the relevant part of the Wj 

matrix restricted to support of FB and non zero columns for computing the Fuzzy document set RD 
on D.

g. Compute Fuzzy set RD → FB o Wj using equation (13).
h. Jump to step 8.
Else
Current search session is terminated.
End

Fig.2:  Shows the GUI of architecture displaying Google Search results 
along with the checkboxes.

Fig. 3: Plots the percent improvement of PWS with Fuzzy/ Trust Fuzzy IR over Classic IR
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Table 2: Shows the average precision of test queries using Fuzzy IR(with/without trust) and 
percentage improvement over Classic IR(Google Search Engine)

25 test Queries  Average Precision using Information                           % improvement over 
  Retrieval Techniques                                   Classic IR

domains  Classic  PWS with  PWS with  PWS with  PWS with 
 IR Fuzzy IR Trust FuzzyIR Fuzzy IR Trusted FuzzyIR

Academics 0.45 0.7 0.75 55 66
Entertainment 0.46 0.75 0.79 63 71
Sports 0.44 0.72 0.77 63 75

related keywords to determine the user information 
need.  The Fuzzy expanded query B on term set 
T is used to select the cluster for trusted web 
page recommendations. The Fuzzy term-trusted 
document matrix of the selected cluster is used 
with Fuzzy expanded query B to retrieve the fuzzy 
set RD trusted documents on document set D for 
recommendation. The Fuzzy set RD on D using 
threshold a is presented to the user. The user clicks 
to recommended trusted documents is captured in 
profile FUP and the trust is updated for each cluster 

as well as of recommended clicked web pages.  On 
each request of next web page, the user profile is 
vectored using trust and content of clicked URLs 
and expanded based on Fuzzy thesaurus. The 
fuzzy expanded user profile FB is used to identify 
the cluster for the recommendations of documents 
based on Fuzzy trusted document matrix. The 
recommendation of trusted clicked URLs and user 
profiling is used for personalizing web search and 
cater to the user information need. 

Table 1: Shows the test queries used for experimental 
evaluation of Fuzzy IR(with/without trust)

Entertainment  • free pics
 • online audio stores
 • free download mp3
 • skies of arcadia pictures
 • vcd filesn 

  mpeg movies
Sports • grand american road 
  racing series
 • arena football 
 • south dakota wrestlings
 • major league baseball tryout
 • kit car arena football
Academics • cgi perl tutorial
 • sql tutorial
 • tutorial oracle 
 • windows 2000 tutorial
 • macros
 • templates
 • weblogs
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Experimental Study
 Experiment was performed on the data 
set of web query sessions collected through the 
GUI based architecture in domains Academics, 
Enter tainment and Spor ts. The GUI based 
architecture is developed using JADE, JSP and 
database Oracle and allows the users to enter 
the input query to retrieve the search results. The 
search results are displayed with check boxes 
and user’s clicks are captured using check boxes 
in order to store them as web query session in 
database for mining. The search results for a given 
user query are displayed with check boxes in GUI 
interface as given in Fig2. below.

 The experiment was conducted on i3 
processor with 2 GB RAM on Windows 8. The 
clustering agent was developed in JADE in order 
to execute the clustering algorithm on query 
session keyword vectors. The Web Sphinx Crawler 
generated the tf. idf vector of clicked URL and vector 
was stored in database using or a loader. During 
the execution of clustering agent, clusters of query 
session keyword vectors were generated and Fuzzy 
term-trusted document matrix was formed local to 
each cluster. The Fuzzy thesaurus is formed using 
tf. idf document matrix based on distinct documents 
found in whole data set. The parameters used for 
experimental evaluation were Information Scent lies 
in [0,1] and trust threshold value is set to 0.5. 

 The performance of the proposed 
approach was evaluated from the average precision 
of recommended search results and compared 
with Fuzzy IR (without Trust). The performance 
was evaluated using test queries selected in 
three domains, there were 25 in Academics, 25 
in Entertainment and 25 in Sports. The sample 
of queries used for evaluation is given in Table1.
below.

 The queries were chosen in a selected 
domain in order to have wider coverage of web 
queries. During online web search, the test queries 
are issued to GUI based interface for Intelligent 
Information Retrieval using both Fuzzy IR (without 
trust) in27 and Fuzzy IR( with trust) the proposed 
approach. The recommended clicked URLs (with/
without trust) are displayed  in decreasing order 

of  their relevance. The user’s response to the 
recommended search results were captured in 
user’s profile and the trust of clicked URLs was 
updated.

 The average of test queries precision 
is computed in the selected domains where 
precision is fraction of retrieved documents that are 
relevant.  The average precision of  25 test queries 
were calculated during experiment evaluation in  
academics, entertainment and sports domains 
using PWS with Fuzzy IR (with/ without trust)  and  
Classic IR is shown in Table 2. and Fig 3.

 The Fig. 3 shows the percent improvement 
in average precision of PWS with Fuzzy IR (with/
without trust)  over Classic IR. The results show 
that percentage improvement of Fuzzy IR (with 
Trust) over classic IR is more than Fuzzy IR (without 
trust) over classic IR. The obtained results were 
statistically analyzed using the paired t-test for 
average pre-cision of  PWS with  trusted Fuzzy IR 
versus both (Classic IR/Fuzzy IR)  with 74 degrees 
of freedom (d.f.) for the combined sample as well 
as with 24 d.f. in selected categories (Academics, 
Entertainment and Sports). The t value for average 
precision of Fuzzy IR (withTrust) versus (ClassicIR) 
for a combined sample was  84.6, 82.15 in 
Academics, 35.79 in Entertainment and 110 in 
Sports.  The t value for average precision of Fuzzy 
IR (withTrust) versus  Fuzzy IR (without trust)  for 
a combined sample was  6.76, 4.6 in Academics, 
56.12 in Entertainment and 11.09 in Sports.

 The computed t value for paired difference 
of average precision was outside the 95% confidence 
inter-val in each case.  The value of t shows that 
Web Information retrieval based on Fuzzy trust 
shows the high t value both over classic IR and 
Fuzzy IR. Therefore Null hypothesis was rejected 
and alternate hypothesis was accepted in each 
case and it was concluded that trusted web 
page recommendations with fuzzy IR shows the 
significant improvement in the average precision.
Hence proposed approach of Intelligent Information 
Retrieval using trust based Fuzzy IR proves to be 
effective based on experimental results. Thus the 
use of Fuzzy expansion of user queries to infer the 
information need and recommendations of trusted 
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web pages to retrieve relevant documents for 
effective Information retrieval improve the precision 
of search results.

CONCLUSION

 An approach is proposed using trust in 
Fuzzy Information Retrieval. The use of fuzzy set 
for queries expansion and selection of trusted web 
pages for recommendations retrieves relevant 

web pages for information retrieval. An algorithm 
is proposed for web page recommendations 
using Trust and Fuzzy IR in query session 
mining. Experiment was performed on the web 
query sessions data set in selected domains 
mainly entertainment, academics and sports. The 
experimental results confirm the significant increase 
in the precision of search results therefore s trust 
based Fuzzy IR personalizes the web search 
effectively.
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